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Pete Goding

From my base in London I've travelled the world photographing/filming landscapes, people, culture & international
sport for a wide range of clients, including; Men’s Health, The Times Newspaper , Guardian Newspaper & the
award winning National Geographic Traveller magazine. My unique perspective & outstanding understanding
of light & landscape have captured everywhere from jungles of Vietnam to the Fjords of Norway - framing the
natural and the built environment whilst encompassing their cultural perspectives.

ABOUT

With the knowledge gained through my own art and photography I have a nutured a passion to discover
new stories through my travels. I have worked over countless magazines and newsapapers honing my
skill to document and intrigue by working outside the everyday or benign and journeying to places of
unique interest both visually and culturally.

Dhofar, Oman
Photography Pete Goding
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Dhofar mountain range, Salalah, Oman
Photography Pete Goding
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01.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELLER GALLERY & HUNGARIAN
TOURIST BOARD CAMPAIGN

Year : 2018/2019
I was tasked with the opportunity to capture the country’s most spectacular bodies of
water in all their glory, from the urban scenes of Budapest and the quiet town of Szob, to
Lake Balaton and Lake Tisza.
In association with National Geographic I was set a project to document Hungary's most
spectacular locations with the running theme of water flowing though it.
Having been set a budget and a list of locations with a very tight deadline, I was left
to circumnavigate the country and produce a cohesive and dramatic portrayal of the
country's most appealing settings.
The finished product was printed in a Nat Geo supplement and displayed as a gallery in
London, UK.

SUP alongside the Parliament Building on the Danube, Budapest, Hungary.
Photography Pete Goding
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Client Project : HUNGARIAN TOURIST BOARD & NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
Year : 2019
The photographs were displayed at the World Travel Market exhibition 2019 along with a supplement in the National
geographic Traveller magazine .

Reference : https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/photography/2019/11/photo-gallery-highlights-of-hungary/amp
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02.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELLER MAGAZINE - PHOTO DOCUMENTARIES

Year : 2020
After travelling to Oman to illustrate a feature for National Geographic Traveller magazine,
I was asked to research a story in Costa Rica and provide a unique Photo story to feature
online and in their magazine.
I found small town on the edge of the rain forest in the Osa Peninsula where a local initiative
was starting to bring the (now illegal) culture of goldmining to tourists to provide the locals
with a more sustainable income and future. Ina an effort to protect the natural habitat of
the Osa Peninsula which accounts for 2.5% of the planet's bio diversity
My next Photo-story was closer to home in Aberdeenshire, where I unearthed an ancient
neolithic Barley grain and followed its journey as it was harvested and then used in the
making of malt whisky. A new initiative with Barley to create a more sustainable use of
the cereal crop due to its far reaching health benefits. Refering back to its Neolithic origins
thousands of years ago when people ground it down to make flour for their bread.

A Herdsman shepherds his camels Salalah, Oman
Photography Pete Goding
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Client Project : NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELLER MAGAZINE
Year : 2018/20
Top left - Acatenago volcano Guatemala - Published May 2020
Bottom left - Osa Peninsula Costa Rica - Published Dec 2018
Top right - Knockdhu Distillery Aberdeenshire, Scotland. - Published May 2020
Bottom right - Dhofar Mountain range near Salalah, Oman - Published June 2018
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Reference :
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/2019/06/photo-story-costa-rica
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/2020/05/photo-story-from-barley-fields-to-whisky-barrels-in-rural-scotland
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/2018/05/southwest-oman-empty-quarter
https://www.nationalgeographic.co.uk/travel/2020/03/lava-light-shows-and-mayan-festivals-journey-through-guatemalaswestern-highlands
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03.
FREELANCE EDITORIAL FEATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

Year : 2006-2020
My Photographic career has enabled me to travel the world
photographing/filming landscapes, people, culture & international
sport for a wide range of clients, including; UK Press Association,
Men’s Health (UK), The Guardian newspaper, The Times Newspaper,
Ideal Home magazine & House Beautiful magazine to name but a
few.

Temple of Poseidon, Cape Sounion, Greece
Photography Pete Goding
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Client Project : VARIOUS
Year : 2012 to the present day
Specialising in Travel, Food & Interiors my journeys have taken me through urban landscapes of Soweto & Johannesburg
to the untamed wilderness of central America up into the dizzy heights of the Acatenango Volcano in Guatemala. I've
travelled the world publishing intimate, dramatic & exclusive portraits of high profile figures & landscapes displayed across
books, national newspapers, photographic exhibitions & advertisements.

Observer Newspaper Front cover
22nd July 2012

-

Sunday Times Supplement - Interview
and photo feature April 2020
Chateau de la Bretesche, France CSMA Club Magazine 2013

Falafel Fundi, Durban South Africa 2018
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I've Lectured in photography masterclasses at Lords and hosted the National Geographic Traveller
Photography awards during 2019 & galleries displaying my work have been exhibited in Edinburgh & London,
UK since 2012.

Reference :
https://www.standard.co.uk/lifestyle/travel/glamping-in-uaxact-n-guatemala-ruins-a4345366.html
Evening Standard newspaper and online
Guatemala - March 2020

Rough Guide Front Cover Venice, Italy - 2014
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04.
AUTHOR - MOUNTAIN HIGH & MOUNTAIN HIGHER

Year : 2011/2013
An idea of mine born from my travels around Europe with Procycling magazine &
working on the Tour de France for newspapers & magazines. My love of the outdoors
and in particular mountains, lead me on a collaboration with fellow cycling fanatic
Daniel Friebe to co-author Mountain High (Published by Quercus Books 2011) &
Mountain Higher (Published by Quercus Books 2013), becoming finalist for the 2012
British Sportsbook of the year & shortlisted for the 2013 SweetSpot Cycling book of the
year - our Mountain High App was a finalist in the Future Book Innovation awards - Best
non-fiction digital book 2014.

Grosscheidegg, Switzerland
Photography Pete Goding
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Client Project : AUTHOR - MOUNTAIN & HIGHER - QUERCUS BOOKS.
Year : 2011/2013
Over the space of a year for the first book 'Mountain High' I carefully planned my journey to encompass 50
mountains spreading the length & breadth of Europe to present each one in their own distinct & individual
way. This was the first book to cover in detail Europe's 50 greatest climbs, for cyclists of all interests & abilities
becoming a bestseller in its category.
My time was spent on recces & studying the local climate to provide the optimum environment for the
photography, whether it was the timing of the season or just the time of the day. There were times when I had
to adapt and the old saying “the best laid plans of mice & men often go awry” was very true (There always had
to be a 'plan B')

REVIEW: Richard Williams - Chief Sports writer at the Guardian
"Meanwhile, cyclists experiencing withdrawal symptoms following the end of the road racing season are
directed to Mountain High (Quercus, £20), a handsome volume by the photographer Pete Goding and the
writer Daniel Friebe, who examine 50 great European climbs. Taking them in ascending order, they start with
the malicious little Koppenberg, a feature of the Tour of Flanders, and end atop the 3,384m summit of the snowcapped Pico de Veleta, where the air is so thin that a rider's oxygen intake is only 67% of that at sea level."
Read the full article here:
https://www.theguardian.com/world/blog/2011/nov/07/roman-abramovich-court
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Reference :
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mountain-High-EuropesGreatest-Climbs-ebook/dp/B009S8HGBQ
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mountain-Higher-EuropesUndiscovered-Unforgettable/dp/1780879121
Exhibitions in London, Old Street, Edinburgh, and Putney
The first book to cover in detail Europe's 50 greatest climbs, Mountain
High is a book for cyclists of all interests and abilities - from experienced
club racers to enthusiastic amateurs who might just want to take on a
new challenge.

The second book of the series 'Mountain Higher'
was another successful and acclaimed book
climbing from the heights of the Ötztal Glacier Road
in Austria to the 'secret' side of the legendary Alpe
d'Huez.
I made efforts to use the skies in my photography
to frame the countryside & mountain-scapes, at
times providing the perfect forboding subtext to
the image.

Mountain Higher: Europe's Extreme, Undiscovered and
Unforgettable Cycle Climbs explores 50 soon-to-be cult locations
& captures stunning scenery from off the beaten track.
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05.
SOUTH AFRICAN TOURIST BOARD - AD CAMPAIGN

Year : 2019
I was commissioned to work on South Africa Tourism UK’s 2019 marketing campaign,
spending 3 weeks travelling the length and breadth of South Africa with a film crew cherry-picking some of the most spectacular areas of the country. We started in Blyde
River Canyon in Mpumalanga then moved on to one of the oldest game reserves in
South Africa, Mala Mala - having 3 days to take in some of the most amazing animals I’ve
ever seen in the wild.
After this we moved from the blossoming urban art scene in Johannesburg to cycling
through the Soweto townships & visiting Nelson Mandela’s home - then on to the
cosmopolitan city of Durban with it’s bustling cafes, bars & restaurants.
In the Valley of a Thousand Hills in the Zulu Heartland of Kwazulu-Natal we were
introduced to a traditional Zulu healer. Moving on to witness whales, penguins and
dolphins around Dyer Island & hiking through natural unspoilt eastern Cape with its
unforgettable cliff jumping in the Transkei gate gorge.
We sampled fine wines in winelands of Stellenbosch & got our adrenaline hit zip wiring
in the Drakensberg forests whilst capturing jaw-dropping sunrises in their rolling
countryside. Finishing our journey in a secluded lodge in the Kalahari desert, mountain
biking and white water rafting & finally sipping Gin & tonics, trying to absorb a whirlwind
adventures as the golden sunlight disappeared over the South African planes.

Neighbourgoods Market, Johannesburg, South Africa
Photography Pete Goding
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Client Project : MEET YOUR SOUTH AFRICA CAMPAIGN
Year : 2019

The client had seen my work in National Geogrpahic magazine and wanted to use my editorial/documentary style
of photography making the most of the 'big vistas' by using subjects in the foreground to show scale & capturing
the cultural perspectives.- along with a personable portrait of each of the guides within their 'special' environment.
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The client's brief was to centre on the guides to introduce the country through the eyes of their experts. After that my
brief was to use my own interpretation of the environment to get the best from the views & culture in South Africa - I
had to adapt & continuously work around some the hurdles that were set in my path - whether they were the wild
animals or sea creatures not performing as expected or the unpredictable weather condtions.

Accounting for a 20% rise in bookings after the campaign launch there was outstanding feedback & the tourist board
went on to win a number of marketing awards for our campaign.
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